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01 / FAST & EASY 
The WG Bandit II’s slide lever feature, when engaged activates the IR 
smart tag. When the tag has been deactivated the slide will  
automatically unlock, allowing for an easy release.  

  
(One Handed Operation) 
 

 
02 / FAST & EASY 
The Bandit II IR smart tag can only be deactivated with the patented 
WG IR detacher or a WG handheld remote control. The remote control 
has a security feature that allows the remote to remain activated for a  
pre-determined period of time. Bandit II’s full-size plunger with anti 
slip backing covers a greater surface area and holds the tag firmly in 
place  
 

 
03 / SMART 

Our Wi-Fi visual and audible alarm activates when the Bandit II tag 
alarms. Cloud based data storage is available at no additional charge via  
Wi-Fi access. This allows the LP or AP departments to conduct forensic 
investigations and track alarms with video by store location,  
department and time of day. The Bandit II is available in 58kHz and 8.2 
kHz frequencies and can be deactivated with IR or super lock detachers 
 
Technology:  A.M or R.F 
Detachers:    Smart IR Detacher, StandardLock or Superlock Detachers 
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IR Smart Detachers 

The IR Smart Detacher is a uniquely designed detacher for the patented 
WG four-alarm tagging options, which makes our Infra Red (IR) smart 
tags the most effective product protection tool on the market. WG’s 
Smart detacher technology emits a unique coded IR signal that disarms 
the smart tag. It also contains a supper lock magnet that detaches the 
tag in one easy motion, any attempt to use any other detacher or mag-
netic material to detach the IR Smart Tag will trigger an alarm  
activation.  
  



Self alarming tags have been in the marketplace for years, WG 

has taken the technology to the next level with the develop-

ment of Infrared (IR) Smart Tags. The industry’s only 4-alarm 

infrared protected tags and detachers. IR Smart Tags are the 

benchmark for superior product protection for any merchan-

dise category. WG’s selection of Smart Tags provides multiple 

layers of protection for any retail format. WG has a solution 

for merchandise such as luggage and women's handbags 

where the pin and tag mechanism isn’t viable solution. WG’s 

Self-Alarming Tag Overview 

WG Security Products, Inc 
591 W. Hamilton Ave Suite 260 
Campbell, CA 95008 USA 

408 241 8000 
408 559 2073 

www.wgspi.com 
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Standard Self-Alarming Tags 

The standard self-alarming tags are available in various styles, 

that range from our Pebble, Pencil and to the Cicada design. 

These tags are ideal for high-end clothing and other merchan-

dise where a pin and tag provide effective protection.  

IR Smart Tags 

WG's IR-based technology tags are the industry’s only true 4 

alarm smart tag, they are tamper proof and visually acceptable 

in the most demanding culture. They are available in both 

58kHz and 8.2 RF frequencies.  

Ninja Plus Tags 

WG’s wireless, cable-less Ninja Plus Tag provides multi-alarm 

capability for any boxed merchandise. The Ninja Tag is easy 

to use and comes with up to four alarm levels, revolutionizing 


